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Abstract

Fast food consumption has been a growing trend mainly in the western world for nearly three decades. Families with young children are a major consumer segment of this industry. The purpose of this research was to improve our understanding of family behavior in restaurants by utilizing an ethnographic study of young parents (having children of 2 to 12 years of age) dining in selected fast food restaurants. The problem area being reflected through this research paper is to identify the constructs influencing the role of young parents in this rapidly growing fast-food industry. This research adopted a direct unobtrusive observation to gather qualitative data of a sample of 50 young parents, sampled with the use of purposive sampling technique and thematic analysis to analyze the observations. Food ordering process took around 4-5 min and technoference was not visible to be significant. Minimum personal technology usage by children and moderate usage of restaurant play areas were identified. The kids’ meal were recognized to be not imposing a great influence towards restaurant selection. An emergent model is introduced with four independent variables, family decision making, family interactions, technology usage and the usage of play area and the restaurant provided toy affecting the young parents’ dining behavior.
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Introduction
Sri Lanka being a developing country, is experiencing rapid globalization opening doors for many international companies to enter the Sri Lankan market. One such improved industry in Sri Lanka is “Franchised Fast Food”. The international fast food chain has spread across the island and influenced lifestyles. A research done by (Patabandige & Yapa, 2016) says that social and psychological changes such as busy lifestyle has led people to grow fond of fast food as fast-food is the fastest growing type of food which is quick, convenient and readily available (Mat, Zulqernain, & Zaid, 2016). The developing nation has also impacted the traditional food culture in Sri Lanka. Due to factors like; growing contribution of women workforce, increasing household income, declining number of family, urbanization, development in tourism industry, growing level of education, promotion activities by fast food restaurants, and marketing system (Saraniya & Thevaranjan, 2015). For that reasons lifestyle of young parents with children aged 2-12 (Kellershohn, Walley, West, & Vriesekoop, 2018) has changed and this has influenced heavily in choosing to dine out at a franchised fast food restaurant. The dining out behavior is considered as the food eaten away from home (Paddock, Warde, & Whillans, 2017).

The young parents segment is an important segment as the parents are the main source of information which influences children’s behavior in future (Webley & Nyhus, 2006). A research also explains that child eating behavior is strongly influenced by the family eating behavior (Scaglioni, Salvioni, & Galimberti, 2008). However, in the context of Sri Lanka, there are no research done in the customer profile of young parents, therefore this study will be based on the dining behavior of young parents that is affected by a few constructs such as family interaction, technological usage, time take to place and receive the order and the usage of play areas/toys. The study will provide significance to other industries in Sri Lanka such as medical, supermarket chains and other local fast food restaurants to consider on the young parents customer segment by understanding their dining out behavior.

Statement of the Problem
While going over similar previous literature conducted on the subject area of young parents and their dining behavior from all over the world an empirical gap was noticed to be existing in the Sri Lankan context. A comparatively fewer number of studies have been conducted on the segment of young parents in Sri Lanka who are identified as an important segment of customers to the franchised fast food industry as they always tend to visit along with their families comprised of younger children. According to a study, children between the ages of 2- 17 have been found out to be contributing to about 24% of the industries total marketing expenditure (Ohri-Vachaspati et al., 2015). The collaboration of young parents towards the franchised fast food industry is deemed important as they participate in purchase activities along with their children who will gradually develop the habit of consuming fast food ensuring a future customer base for the franchises. The study would generate a theoretical significance to the context of young parents and their dining behavior with its completion.

Research Objectives
1. To identify the constructs which affect the dining out behavior of young parents at franchised fast food restaurants.
2. To create an emergent theoretical model with the identified constructs.
Literature Review
With a growing business-wise supply of spaces for family outings DeVault (2000), many businesses have expanded their target audience, inviting in more families. The food services industry adopted accordingly by adjusting their food, ambiance and practicalities/children’s needs (Karsten, Kamphuis, & Remeijnse, 2015). In this industry, franchised fast food restaurants, “food service outlets quickly serving inexpensive foods with minimal preparation and table services” (Fleischhacker, Evenson, Rodriguez, & Ammerman, 2011) have managed to attract this market segment successfully.

“Family” can be considered the primary decision making unit of the society even though its role have been deflected slightly with societal advancements. It was found that children who are older than the age of 5 years show more tendency to be involved in the decision making process when the families eat out, similar to the extent which their parents would be. The children will be involved in recognizing the problem, providing information, deciding the restaurant but will not be included in making the final decision and deciding how much will be spent (Nelson, 1979). According to Choudhury (2017), when families eat out, the children tend to play different roles in the process of decision making and features like, taste, popularity amongst children, brand name, availability of entertainment were identified determining factors. Several studies on family decision making states that even though parents are well educated of the negative effects of fast food and have a good nutritional knowledge, they would sometimes have to purchase fast food based on pressure from the family (Janssen, Davies, Richardson, & Stevenson, 2018).

In the modern world, spending enough leisure time with the children is identified one of the key attributes of good parenting. According to Karsten et al. (2015) requirement for family leisure time could be considered one reason for families to dine out away from home. Family time is identified as a source of memories which are positive, highly valued, involves togetherness and most of the time are unscheduled (Daly, 2001). A study conducted on parent child training interventions elaborates that the children develop their food related choices with 32% influence from the parents, 7% influence from the family in general and only 15% from the marketing efforts like advertising and packaging (Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1997).

“Technoference”, which is the technology-based interference in parent-child interactions is also identified a growing concern in family dining experiences where low real time interactions happen due to technological interferences (Kellershohn et al., 2018). While some studies point out how obsessed the children are with their mobile devices Davis, Ferdous, and Vetere (2017) a few other studies state that the parents sometimes offer mobile devices to the children if they started misbehaving while the parent is busy using technology (Radesky et al., 2014).

It was recognized that fast food is intensely marketed targeting children and youth who contribute to about 24% of the industries total marketing expenditure of this industry (Ohri-Vachaspati et al., 2015). According to the Federal Trade Commission in USA, in 2006 majority of the expenditure spent by franchised fast food restaurants in child directed marketing efforts were spent on toy premiums and other CPTIs (Leibowitz, Rosch, Ramirez, Brill, & Ohlhausen, 2012).

Even though many past studies have addressed these issues focusing on developed countries, the applicability of the same phenomena might vary in developing countries like Sri Lanka. Thereby the current study aims to study the applicability of the above discussed phenomena to the Sri Lankan young parent customer segment of franchised fast food restaurants.
Methodology
The current study follows the grounded theory which allows the development of theory by systematically analyzing grounded data (Noble & Mitchell, 2016). Enforcing an unobtrusive observational approach, a semi structured observational instrument is used to explore on the constructs which affect the young parents’ (who has child/children between the age of 2 to 12 years) dining out behavior. This was conducted on 5 selected franchised fast food restaurants located in Colombo City.

Observational Method
The researchers pretended to be customers by ordering food at each visit and made sure to find a good seating arrangement to unobtrusively observe the young parents and take down notes (Patton, 2002). The restaurant manager and the staff were not informed of the observation. 50 young parents were observed during the year end school holidays on the weekends, for 10 days at 5 busiest franchised fast food outlets during the weekends. The visits were made during the lunch time from 12pm to 2pm. The researchers used a semi structured observation sheet to note down the young parents’ behavior from the moment each family entered the restaurant till they left. Ordering decisions made, length of time taken to place and receive the order, length of time mobile phones were used during the ordering process and while eating was observed. In addition, whether food was ordered for each family member or shared between the families, the parent child interaction and usage of the play area and the Restaurant provided toy were observed. Extra field notes were also taken down apart from the structured points on the observational instrument.

The transcribed observational data were analyzed with the use of thematic analysis. Themes were identified by coding the data. With the help of these themes, common patterns in the behaviors of young parents’ dining out were identified (Braun & Clarke, 2012).

Table 1- Observed sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurant Label</th>
<th>Number of families</th>
<th>Number of parents observed</th>
<th>Number of children observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50 families</td>
<td>83 parents</td>
<td>75 children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ compilation

Results and Findings
After analyzing the observed data, four different themes were identified. They are; the family decision making, family interactions, technology usage and usage of play area & toys.
Family Decision Making
To identify the family decision making, the process was observed under two construct. How the ordering decision is being made and the type of order each family place.

Ordering Decision
Most of the children did not know what they wanted to order as soon as they have arrived at the franchised fast food restaurant. The ordering decisions were solely made by the mother in 26% of the families. Both the parents were involved in making the decision of 20% of the families observed where the children did not get involved with the ordering decision. Only 10% of the families showed an interaction between both the parents and children in making the ordering decisions. In few instances, either only the father and child or the mother and child made the ordering decision collectively.

Type of Order Placed
The types of orders recognized from observations were, individual food items for each member of the family, and food items for only certain members of the family, snack/ dessert orders and takeaway orders.
From the total of 50 families observed, an average of 76% ordered individual food items for each member of the family. 20% ordered food items for only certain members of the family while 4% placed snack/ dessert orders. A minimum of at least 2 takeaway orders were seen per each hour of the visits.
Among the families who placed orders for individual meals, an average of 76% shared their food items with each other while only a 24% enjoyed their own meal without sharing.
The 4% of the families who ordered snack/ dessert did not share while the whole 10% of the families who ordered food items for only for the child/ children shared the food with the other members who did not get any food ordered.

Table 2- Type of order placed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of order placed</th>
<th>Total count and percentage</th>
<th>Sharing of food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual orders for each member</td>
<td>38 families 76%</td>
<td>Yes = 76%  No = 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order only for the child/children</td>
<td>10 families 20%</td>
<td>Yes = 100%  No = 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snack/ dessert orders</td>
<td>2 families 4%</td>
<td>Yes = 0%  No = 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ compilation

Family Interactions
Through previous literature, the constructs selected to study the family interactions were; sharing of food, and time spent on eating in the selected franchised fast food restaurants.
Sharing of Food
It was observed that 82% of young parents and children shared food among each other. Increasing dining party size and having children below the age of 6 who need to be fed were two factors noticed which increased the behavior of sharing food. Only 18% were visible to not share any food and those dining parties usually comprised of less members, and children above 8 years of age who are able to eat a meal on their own. Sharing of food among the family members is visible to be a common concept in Sri Lankan context.

Time Spent on Eating
During the observations 14% of the young parents spent an average of 10 to 30 minutes dining. The factors which were observed to be influencing the length of dining time were; the size of the meal they consumed as well the size of the dining party. A vast majority of 76% of the young parents were observed to be spending 30 to 60 minutes to dine and an 8% spent over an hour as they were also engaged in other interactions with their family such as; feeding the child or children, enjoying their time in the restaurant considering it as a time away from home to enjoy with the family. And a minor 2% of young parents spent less than 10 minutes in the dining process. This group of families were observed to visit the restaurants with their children to take a quick bite on the move. Apart from the 50 families observed around a total of 15 young parents were seen to be placing takeaway orders during the course of observations.

Technology Usage
Technology usage was studied in accordance to two aspects. Personal technology usage of parents and that of children. Each of this aspect was observed under three situations; usage of mobile phone while waiting to order, usage of mobile phone while waiting till they receive the order and usage of mobile phone while eating.

Table 3- Personal technology usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Usage</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal technology usage by parents</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal technology usage by children</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No personal technology usage by either the parents nor children</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ compilation

Usage of mobile phone while waiting to order
A few young parents were seen to be using their phones while waiting in the queue to place their order. Some of them just had their mobile phone in their hands when joining the queue, where some stayed in the queue looking at the menu boards or the television which was hung close to the cashier. Even when the queue moved faster, a minimum time period of 2 minutes and a maximum time period of 5 minutes were observed for mobile phone usage while waiting on queue. Women using mobile phones while waiting in the queue was less compared to men. It was observed that 42% of mothers used the mobile phones for less than or equal to 5 minutes whereas 47% of mobile phones were used by fathers.
Among the total of 50 families observed, only 38% of young parents were noticed using the mobile phones while waiting to place the order. The vast remaining majority of 62% were concerned with deciding what to order and were noticed interacting with the family.

**Usage of Mobile Phone While Waiting till They Receive the Order**

Usage of mobile phone while waiting till their order was received was comparatively high, when comparing it to the usage of phone while waiting in line to order. It was observed that 56% used their mobile phones till they receive their order. As per the observation an average time of 3 min 36s were observed with the maximum time of 7 minutes and minimum time of 1 min being recorded. Most of the parents used their mobile phones to create a family interaction. Only 2% of the young parents were engrossed in their mobile phones while some young parents were noticed to be only using it to make a call or send a text message. “Technoference” (Technology based interference) was not observed to be a significant phenomenon in the Sri Lankan context.

**Usage of Mobile Phone While Eating**

Usage of mobile phone while eating was observed to be 44%, which is high compared to the mobile phone usage while waiting and low compared to the usage during the wait time. The parents concentrated mainly on meal sharing, enjoying their meals and feeding their children. Some parents used their mobile phones only for a brief minute to make a call, send a text or to take a picture while 4% of these parents used it for a maximum time period of 25 minutes. In 10% of the 50 observed families, both the parents were using their mobile phones till the child/children finish their meal. Only one child was noticed using the mobile phone for 20mins straight while eating. In majority of the cases, the parents were reluctant in allowing the children use their mobile phones.

**Usage of Play Area and Restaurant Provided Toy**

From the 50 families observed children from 20% of the families visited the play area and the maximum time the children spent in the play areas was observed to be 12 minutes while most of them spending an average time of 8-10 minutes. Less parent-child interaction was observed overall within the play area and the parents of two families even went inside the play area with their children to take pictures. Only 4% of the total sample were spotted placing an order for a kid’s meal and using a toy provided, even though most franchised fast-food restaurants promoted their kid’s meal using famous cartoon characters during the period of observations, most of the children were not highly attracted to them, and even the families which received the free toy with the meal did not show noticeable interaction with it.

**Empirical evaluation of time taken to place and receive the order**

In the total of 50 families observed, an average time of 4 min 18s was spent on placing the order with the highest duration being recorded as 13 minutes while the majority were placed within 3-4 minutes. Factors like hectic business hours and family involvement in deciding what to order were observed to be manipulating the time taken to place the order. According to observations conducted in Canada,
three factors were identified to be influencing the length of time taken to place the order. They were; Size of party, customers’ age and ordering a child’s meal bundle (Kellershohn et al., 2018). Based on the observations, 80% of the families comprised of only the members of a usual household, the mother, father and their children. Whereas, the remaining 20% visited the restaurants as a group of two or more families. The larger the size of the dining party, more interactions, more time being spent in the restaurant, more time taken to place the orders and segregated order placements were observed. The 80% of the families which comprised of the parents and the children depicted a comparatively lesser time spent in the restaurant, less interactions and comparatively less consumption of time to place the order. All observed young parents were either from the early thirties or the late thirties but none were observed from the ages over 50 showing comparatively lesser preference towards fast food among older young parents. And the time taken to place the order also did not fluctuate drastically as suggested by the study conducted in Canada. Most families who interacted with other members to arrive at the order decision spent 4 minutes to place the order and an average of 6 minutes 47s were spent by all 30 families who made a collective order decision. The 20 families who placed orders without interacting with any of the family members was recorded an average of 4 min 2s. The average time spent waiting to receive the order was 8 min 6s while the most repeated time observed was 5 minutes.
Emergent Model

After conducting this ethnographic study, four independent constructs were identified impacting the young parent’s dining behavior. Each construct is divided into accompanying sub-constructs which the main constructs were observed to be distinctly composed of.

Conclusion
The main four constructs identified to be influencing the dining out behavior were the family decision making, family interaction, technology usage and the usage of play area and the restaurant provided toy. The ordering decision is generally made by the parents, this also depends on the child’s age. Sharing of food among the family members is a common concept in the Sri Lankan context. But this phenomenon depends on a range of factors such as; the dining party size, child/children’s age, and the meals offered by the franchised fast food restaurants.
An 82% of the families shared the food items while only 18% ate alone. Majority of the families spent 30 to 60 minutes to dine at a franchised fast food restaurant while some families would spend more than one hour to dine.

A comparatively minute percentage of technology usage by children was observed making that sub-construct less prominent, but parents showed noticeable personal technology usage patterns also depicting a tendency of personal technology usage to get increased in future. The play area usage was identified moderate but the toys given by the franchised fast-food restaurants were identified not very significant influencing factors in selecting the restaurant. Thus the two sub constructs, the personal technology usage by children and the usage of restaurant provided toy can be considered to be having less prominence when compared to the other sub constructs included in the emergent model. The average time taken to place the order was recorded to be 1min 17 s and the average wait time to receive the order was 2min 53s which are both less than what is observed in the Sri Lankan context. In general young parents and their children were seen to be spending a considerable amount of quality time during their visits to franchised fast food restaurants.

The study provides significance to the franchised fast food industry in the form of managerial implication by exploring the dining out behavior of Sri Lankan young parents and studying the possible impacts which can be generated from several different constructs. The insightful findings of the study will be able to be utilized by the industry in the future to grow its market share by facilitating a favorable atmosphere to attract more, young parent families. The study also holds a theoretical contribution, whereby the findings from the present study would add up to the literature based on the context of young parents and their dining behavior. The suggested emergent model would contribute in the form of a theoretical framework to the successful conduction of future studies on the dining out behavior of young parents.

Limitations and Future Perspectives

Limitations arose as the study was focused only to the very urban Colombo city of Sri Lanka and the results might vary slightly if different districts were considered. The results from this study might have some extent of subjective bias as interpretation of the observations was done solely by the researchers. To leave out the biasness, future studies can empirically test out the model introduced using qualitative analysis techniques. The study depicting very low impact being generated from the investments made on cross promotional tie ins such as toys by franchised fast food restaurants, also suggests the fast food industry in Sri Lanka to either cut down the investments made on such or to make changes to the product and tie-in offering to attract more children.
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